SAVI 400 SERIES

Wireless freedom that won't weigh you down

The Savi 400 Series offers the highest level of wearing style choice and best-in-class PC audio in a convenient, portable package. Whether you are in the office or remote, enjoy excellent audio quality, the ability to roam up to 300 feet from your PC, and a high-quality carrying case for increased portability.
SAVI 400 SERIES

SUPERIOR CALL MANAGEMENT
• Manage PC voice communications with the only portable DECT™ wireless system on the market
• Hot swappable battery (W440) lets you change battery mid-conversation delivering unlimited talk time
• One-touch call answer/end/flash, vol+/-, and mute from the headset for simple PC call management
• An energy-efficient adaptive power system, delivers longer talk and standby times

OUTSTANDING AUDIO QUALITY
• DECT technology provides better audio; eliminates interference from Wi-Fi networks
• Advanced wideband audio using CAT-iq technology for high definition voice quality
• Noise-canceling microphone reduces background noise interruptions, ensuring great audio quality and easing listener fatigue
• Enhanced Digital Signal Processing (DSP) provides more natural sounding voice

ADVANCED DECT WIRELESS SECURITY
• Keep calls and information safe and secure with the latest DECT security certification
• Most secure DECT headset on the market certified by DECT Forum

RECOMMENDED ACCESSORIES
• Deluxe charging cradle kit, charges headset, and spare battery (includes cradle + battery)¹

GLOBAL CUSTOMER CARE
Backed by Plantronics industry leading global service and support.
(800) 544-4660 (US and Canada)
(831) 458-7700 (outside US)
For more information about the Savi 400 Series, please visit our website at plantronics.com

OPERATION
Connects to
PC and Mac via USB adapter
Ideal for
Users in campus-like business environments/remote workers requiring premium sound quality and portability
Talk time
Up to 7 hr (W440); Unlimited (W445); Up to 6 hr (W430); Up to 13 hr (W410, W420)
Headset weight
W440/445 Convertible: 21 g; W430 Over-the-ear: 25 g; W410 Over-the-head (monaural): 74 g; W420 Over-the-head (binaural): 96 g
Wireless frequency
DECT 6.0, range up to 300 ft.
Audio performance
PC Wideband: up to 6,800 Hz
Hearing protection
SoundGuard DIGITAL: protects against sound levels above 118 dBA; Anti-startle (detects and eliminates any large sudden increase in signal level); Time-Weighted Average prevents average daily noise exposure level from exceeding 85 dBA

SAVI 440 Convertible
SAVI 430 Over-the-ear
SAVI 420 Over-the-head (binaural)
SAVI 410 Over-the-head (monaural)

LIMITED WARRANTY
1 yr

Models
W445 (convertible + deluxe charging cradle kit); W440 (convertible); W430 (over-the-ear); W420 (over-the-head, binaural); W410 (over-the-head, monaural); UC Standard version built for UC applications and softphones from Avaya, Cisco, IBM, Skype and more²

¹ Unlimited talk time with deluxe charging cradle kit, comes standard with the Savi 445. Available as an accessory with Savi 440.
² Download the latest release of Plantronics Hub to get one-touch call answer/end with these softphones.
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